Features That Make a Difference:

- 4.3” full color display
- AC plug-in
- Rechargeable batteries
- 24 hr battery back-up
- Programmable for user functions
- Night light
- Proximity arm/disarm (WTK5504P only)
- Voice chime/voice prompt
- Quick-view LED status indicators
- Displays time and date
- 3-5 year battery life
- Tamper switch
- 3 Emergency keys
- Compatible with IMPASSA, ALEXOR, and PowerSeries (via TR5164)

The 2-Way Wireless Touch Screen Arming Station blends comfort and ease with a fresh, new look

DSC’s 2-Way Wireless TouchScreen offers an ultramodern take on the look of a traditional keypad and presents a solution that easily fits into the most updated and contemporary décor.

Designed to enhance the user experience, controlling the security system has never been easier. At the touch of a finger, extremely intuitive, menu-driven screens allow full control over the system. For ultimate convenience and comfort, the 2-Way Wireless TouchScreen boasts a Voice Prompts and Voice Chime feature, offering verbally enunciated system status updates.

Wireless Convenience

Capitalizing on the wireless factor, the DSC 2-Way Wireless TouchScreen can be conveniently installed anywhere in the house on a wall or desk stand mount. With minimal installation time required and no holes to drill, the 2-Way Wireless TouchScreen offers homeowners more choice in where the keypads may be located throughout the home, including locations where wiring is difficult or impossible. Aesthetically pleasing and simple to use, this 2-Way Wireless TouchScreen becomes the preferred way to control the user functions of the security system. The DSC 2-Way Wireless TouchScreen has been designed with the user in mind, without sacrificing form for function. Configuring, programming and controlling user options of the system is now easily achieved through an intuitive, menu driven, interface.

Seamlessly integrated with IMPASSA, ALEXOR and PowerSeries (via the TR5164) security systems, the full-message 2-Way Wireless TouchScreen supports up to a maximum of 64 zones. Equipped to support multiple languages, a maximum of four Wireless TouchScreens can be connected, depending on the security system that they are connected to. The 2-Way Wireless TouchScreen conveniently displays user-relevant information, such as the outside temperature, registered through the WT4911 Outdoor Siren.
Easy To Use
The WTK5504P Prox version of the 2-Way Wireless TouchScreen allows the user to arm or disarm the system in one easy swipe of the prox tag, without needing to remember a security code. Rechargeable batteries and a “low charge” indicator take away the hassle of battery replacement operations.

Compatibility
The DSC 2-Way Wireless TouchScreen is compatible with all PowerSeries (via the TR5164), ALEXOR and IMPASSA control panels.

Specifications
Dimensions...............................................6" x 4" x 1 1/4" (153mm x 102mm x 32mm) (on the backplate)
Battery Life ........................................24 hour backup capacity, expected 3 to 5 years of life under normal operation
Battery Type ........................................NiMH rated 4.8V, 2.1mAh
Weight ...........................................11.5oz (325g) (with the battery in)
Operating Temperature ..................0°C to 49°C (32°F to 120°F)
Approval Listings ..........................FCC/IC, UL/ULC, CP-01

Ordering Information:
WTK5504 ....................2-Way Wireless TouchScreen Arming Station
WTK5504P ..................2-Way Wireless TouchScreen Arming Station with Prox Tag